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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a method and a

device for provider switchable communication with which a

provider can be easily and dynamically switched to the other

provider.

SOLUTION: When performing communications between a first

provider 14 or second provider 15 and a user terminal 1

1

through a giga-bit Ethernet (R) 10 which is a backbone

network composed of a virtual local area network, a VLAN tag

containing information corresponding to the IP address of the

provider is applied to information transmitted from the user

terminal 1 1 to the first provider 14 or second provider 15 by

terminal equipment 12 constituting a device for connecting

the user terminal 1 1 to the giga-bit Ethernet (R) 10 and while

using the VLAN tag, the relevant transmitted information is

dis^ibuted through the backbone network.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim l]In a case where it communicates between a provider and a user terminal via a backbone

network which comprised a virtual local area network, With a terminal unit equipped for

connecting said user terminal to said backbone network. To transmit information transmitted

towards the provider concerned from the user terminal concerned. A provider switchable

correspondence procedure characterized by what a VLAN tag including information

corresponding to an IP address of the provider concerned is given, and the transmit information

concerned is delivered for via said backbone network using the VLAN tag concerned.

[Claim 2]Said terminal unit is receiving information which shows change of the provider

concerned from the user terminal concerned, when said user terminal's changes a provider who
considers it as a connection object. The provider switchable correspondence procedure according

to claim 1 characterized by what is changed into a VLAN tag including information

corresponding to an IP address of a provider after the change concerned for said VLAN tag given

to said transmit information.

[Claim 3]The provider switchable correspondence procedure according to claim 1 or 2

characterized by what said terminal unit restricts a provider who can connect said user terminal

for by operation based on information transmitted by management host who makes operation

system of said backbone network.

[Claim 4]The provider switchable correspondence procedure according to claim 1, 2, or 3

characterized by what said terminal unit performs for filtering processing which eliminates either

communication between said user terminals, and unlawful access using a MAC Address about a

sending signal fransmitted from said user terminal.

[Claim 5]The provider switchable correspondence procedure according to claim 1, 2, 3, or 4

characterized by what is done for the remote management of said terminal unit via the backbone

network concerned by management host who makes operation system of said backbone network.

[Claim 6]When an attribute about communication of a provider who becomes a connection

object of said user terminal is changed, said management host, An attribute about

communication of a provider after the change concerned is acquired via the backbone network

concerned, Based on an attribute about communication of a provider after the change concerned,

so that the contents of said VLAN tag, the contents ofthe provider who can connect said user

terminal, or the contents of filtering processing using said MAC Address may be changed. The

provider switchable correspondence procedure according to claim 3, 4, or 5 characterized by
what an attribute about communication of a provider after the change concerned is transmitted

for to said terminal unit via the backbone network concerned.



[Claim 7]VLAN tag grant processing in which an IP address of the user terminal concerned

which said terminal unit gives a VLAN tag and is contained in the transmit information

concerned characterized by comprising the following is changed into an IP address assigned by
the provider concerned, Delivery processing which delivers the transmit information concerned

via said backbone network using said VLAN tag given to said transmit information by the

VLAN tag grant processing concerned, A provider switchable correspondence procedure

characterized by what a VLAN tag which delivers transmit information which removes said

VLAN tag from said transmit information delivered by the delivery processing concerned, and

by which the VLAN tag concerned was removed to a provider who considers it as said

connection object outside carries out, a consistent course carries out processing one by one, and

it is carried out for.

A provider selection process which chooses a provider who considers it as a connection object

using aWWW browser in a user terminal from two or more providers who a user has made a

contract of

Operation communications processing with which a terminal unit equipped for connecting said

user terminal to a backbone network which comprised a virtual local area network communicates

[ a management host and if needed ] of making operation system of the backbone network

concerned.

Provider information acquisition processing in which said terminal unit acquires information

about a provider in whom said user is doing the connection confract from the management host

concerned via said backbone network in the case ofthe operation communications processing

concerned.

Information corresponding to a provider's IP address made into transmit information transmitted

by communication start processing in which said user terminal starts communication towards a

provider who considers it as said connection object, and the communication start processing

concerned from said user terminal with said connection object.

* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been franslated by computer. So the franslation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be franslated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not franslated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field ofthe Invention]This invention about the provider switchable correspondence procedure

used by communication with the user ofthe provider who undertakes the communication

interface enterprise in the Internet etc., and its provider, and its device. When a user is going to

connect with two or more providers via the backbone network which makes a virtual local area

network (VLAN) especially. It is related with the provider switchable correspondence procedure



which makes it possible to switch to connection with other providers easily from connection with

a certain provider by a user's hope, and its device.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior ArtJWhen communicating between a provider and a user

conventionally, carrying out a dialup connection using a telephone line, or connecting using a

dedicated line has been performed. Here, in order for a user to switch the provider who becomes

a connection destination, only the number ofproviders which changes the telephone line

(telephone number) used for a dialup connection, or is made into a connection destination needed

to provide a dedicated line.

[0003]On the other hand in the former, without being caught by network physical arrangement.

The virtual local area network (Virtual Local Area Network;VLAN) which is a local area

network which carried out grouping ofthe specific terminal group logically, and built it is

invented.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the InventionjHowever, via the backbone network (trunk-line data

service network) built using LAN art like a virtual local area network, In order to make it

possible to provide communications service between a provider and a user, and to switch a

provider to other providers according to a user's request, there is a problem which is described

below.

[0005]According to the contract state of each user and a provider, only the provider with whom
the user has made a contract of each user is can be communicated, and it is necessary [ it ] for the

1st to be able to set up communication environment so that the provider who has not contracted

may not be in a communication possible state. Since an IP address is assigned [ 2nd ] to a user by
each provider, respectively, it is necessary to change the IP address of the user terminal which is

the communication equipment which a user operates at every change of a provider. It is

necessary to prevent communications other than the communication which a user performs [ 3rd

] toward a provider, i.e., users' communication. It is necessary 4th to manage change of a

provider's communication environment, such as information gathering about communicating

states, such as traffic of a communications network, and a user's utilization time, or change of a

provider's MAC Address, etc.

[0006] In here, the main purposes that this invention should be solved are as follows. That is, the

1st purpose of this invention uses as an offer plug the provider switchable correspondence

procedure which makes it possible to switch to connection with other providers easily and

dynamically from connection with a certain provider by a user's hope, and its device.

[0007]The 2nd purpose of this invention uses as an offer plug a provider [ who makes it possible

to switch dynamically the provider who considers it as a connection destination ] switchable [ a

user ]-under management of operation system ofbackbone network correspondence procedure,

and its device.

[0008]As for the 3rd purpose of this invention, it is possible for a user to switch dynamically the

provider who considers it as a connection destination, and it uses as an offer plug the provider

switchable correspondence procedure which makes it possible to prevent the communication

which users perform, and its device.

[0009]As for the 4th purpose of this invention, it is possible for a user to switch dynamically the

provider who considers it as a connection destination, and with and the operation system of a

backbone network. Let the provider switchable correspondence procedure which makes possible

remote management ofthe communication ftinction according to change of communication



environment, such as change of a provider's MAC Address, and its device be offer plugs.

[0010]Other purposes of this invention will become naturally clear from a specification, a

drawing, and the statement of each claim especially in a claim.

[0011]

[Means for Solving the Problem]In a case where this invention method communicates between a

provider and a user terminal via a backbone network which comprised a virtual local area

network in solution of an aforementioned problem, A VLAN tag which includes information

corresponding to an IP address ofthe provider concerned in transmit information transmitted

towards the provider concerned from the user terminal concemed is given, and it has the feature

which devises the composition technique which delivers the transmit information concemed in

the backbone network concemed using the VLAN tag concemed.

[0012]this invention device is a device which connects a user terminal to a virtual local area

network in solution of an aforementioned problem. It has the feature which provides a

constituent means provided with a terminal unit which is a device which gives a VLAN tag

which includes information corresponding to an IP address of the provider concemed in transmit

information transmitted towards a provider from said user terminal.

[0013]If it states to a concrete detail, when this invention adopts a new characteristic constituent

means or a technique ranging from a generic concept to a subordinate concept enumerated next,

by solution of the technical problem concemed, it will be accomplished so that the above-

mentioned purpose may be attained.

[0014]Namely, in a case where the 1st feature of this invention method communicates between a

provider and a user terminal via a backbone network which comprised a virtual local area

network, With a terminal unit equipped for connecting said user terminal to said backbone

network. To transmit information transmitted towards the provider concemed from the user

terminal concemed. A VLAN tag including information corresponding to an IP address of the

provider concemed is given, and it is in composition adoption of a provider switchable

correspondence procedure which delivers the transmit information concemed via said backbone

network using the VLAN tag concemed.

[0015]The 2nd feature of this invention method is that said terminal unit in the 1st feature of an

above-mentioned this invention method receives information which shows change of the

provider concemed from the user terminal concemed when said user terminal changes a provider

who considers it as a connection object. It is in composition adoption of a provider switchable

correspondence procedure changed into a VLAN tag including information corresponding to an

IP address of a provider after the change concemed for said VLAN tag given to said transmit

information.

[0016]Said terminal unit in the 1st or 2nd feature of an above-mentioned this invention method

the 3rd feature of this invention method by operation based on information transmitted by
management host who makes operation system of said backbone network. It is in composition

adoption of a provider switchable correspondence procedure which restricts a provider who can

connect said user terminal.

[0017]In the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd feature of an above-mentioned this invention method the 4th feature

of this invention method. Said terminal unit is in composition adoption of a provider switchable

correspondence procedure which performs filtering processing which eliminates either

communication between said user terminals, and unlawfiil access using a MAC Address about a

sending signal transmitted from said user terminal.

[0018]Said terminal unit in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th feature of an above-mentioned this invention



method the 5th feature of this invention method by a management host who makes operation

system of said backbone network. It is in composition adoption of a provider switchable

correspondence procedure which comes to carry out remote management via the backbone

network concerned.

[0019]In the 3rd, 4th, or 5th feature of an above-mentioned this invention method the 6th feature

of this invention method, When an attribute about communication of a provider from whom said

management host becomes a connection object of said user terminal is changed, An attribute

about communication of a provider after the change concerned is acquired via the backbone

network concerned. Based on an attribute about communication of a provider after the change

concerned, so that the contents of said VLAN tag, the contents of the provider who can connect

said user terminal, or the contents of filtering processing using said MAC Address may be

changed. It is in composition adoption of a provider switchable correspondence procedure which

transmits an attribute about communication of a provider after the change concerned to said

terminal unit via the backbone network concemed.

[0020JA provider selection process which chooses a provider who considers it as a connection

object using a WWW browser in a user terminal from two or more providers with whom a user

has made a contract of the 7th feature of this invention method, A terminal unit equipped for

connecting said user terminal to a backbone network which comprised a virtual local area

network. Operation communications processing which communicates [ a management host and if

needed ] of making operation system ofthe backbone network concemed, Provider information

acquisition processing in which said terminal unit acquires information about a provider in

whom said user is doing the connection contract from the management host concemed via said

backbone network in the case of the operation communications processing concerned,

Communication start processing which starts communication towards a provider whom said user

terminal makes said connection object, To transmit information transmitted by the

communication start processing concemed from said user terminal. VLAN tag grant processing

in which an IP address ofthe user terminal concerned which said terminal unit gives a VLAN tag

including information corresponding to a pro\ idcr's IP address made into said connection object,

and is contained in the transmit information concerned is changed into an IP address assigned by
the provider concemed, Delivery processing which delivers the transmit information concemed

via said backbone network using said VLAN tag given to said transmit information by the

VLAN tag grant processing concemed, It is in composition adoption of a provider switchable

correspondence procedure enforced by a VLAN tag's which delivers transmit information's

which removes said VLAN tag's from said fransmit information delivered by the delivery

processing concemed, and by which the VLAN tag concemed was removed to a provider who
considers it as said connection object outside's carrying out, and a consistent course carrying out

processing one by one.

[0021]When changing a provider whom said user terminal makes a connection object in the 7th

feature of an above-mentioned this invention method, the 8th feature of this invention method,

When said user terminal changes a provider who considers it as a connection object, said

provider selection process. Have the processing which chooses a provider who considers it as a

connection object after change using a WWW browser in a user terminal, and said

communication start processing. Without said user terminal changing an IP address of the user

terminal concemed. Have the processing for which the user terminal concemed starts

communication towards a provider who considers it as a connection object after said change, and

said VLAN tag grant processing, To fransmit information fransmitted by the communication start



processing concerned from said user terminal. Said terminal unit gives a VLAN tag including

information corresponding to a provider's IP address made into a connection object after said

change, Have the processing changed into an IP address assigned by provider who makes an IP

address ofthe user terminal concerned contained in the transmit information concerned a

connection object after the change concerned, and said delivery processing. By the VLAN tag

grant processing concerned, have the processing which delivers the transmit information

concerned via said backbone network using said VLAN tag given to said transmit information,

and said VLAN tag outside carries out, and processing, It is in composition adoption of a

provider switchable correspondence procedure which has the processing which delivers transmit

information which removes said VLAN tag from said transmit information delivered by the

delivery processing concerned, and by which the VLAN tag concerned was removed to a

provider who considers it as a connection object after said change.

[0022]Said VLAN tag grant processing in the 7th or 8th feature of an above-mentioned this

invention method the 9th feature of this invention method, It is attached to a sending signal

transmitted by said communication start processing from said user terminal. Have the processing

for which said terminal unit carries out filtering processing using a MAC Address, and the

filtering processing concerned, When a MAC Address which the sending signal concerned has is

not a provider-oriented MAC Address made into said connection object, it is in composition

adoption of a provider switchable correspondence procedure which cancels the sending signal

concerned.

[0023]When said provider's MAC Address is changed, said operation communications

processing in the 7th, 8th, or 9th feature of an above-mentioned this invention method the 10th

feature of this invention method, Processing said management host recognizes the change

concerned to be via said backbone network, Processing by which said management host

concerned transmits information about the change concerned to said terminal unit via said

backbone network. Based on transmitted information about the change concerned, the terminal

unit concerned is in composition adoption of a provider switchable correspondence procedure

which has the processing which changes a MAC Address recognized about the provider

concerned into a MAC Address to which it has been transmitted.

[0024]The 1st feature of this invention device is attached to a user terminal which communicates

with a provider via a backbone network which comprised a virtual local area network. Have a

terminal unit linked to the backbone network concerned, and the terminal unit concerned, It is in

composition adoption of a provider switchable communication apparatus provided with a grant

function of a VLAN tag which includes information corresponding to an IP address of the

provider concerned in transmit information transmitted towards said provider from said user

terminal.

[0025]Said user terminal in the 1st feature ofthe above-mentioned this invention device the 2nd

feature of this invention device, When the user terminal concerned changes a provider who
considers it as a connection object, consist a provider who considers it as a connection object

after change ofwhat is chosen using aWWW browser, and said terminal unit. When said user

terminal chooses a provider who considers it as a connection object after said change using a

WWW browser. It is in composition adoption of a provider switchable communication apparatus

provided with a grant ftmction of a VLAN tag which includes information corresponding to a

provider's IP address made into a connection object after the change concerned in transmit

information transmitted from the user terminal concemed.

[0026]In the 1st or 2nd feature ofthe above-mentioned this invention device, operation system of



said backbone network has the 3rd feature of this invention device, and a management host said

terminal unit, Communicate said management host and ifneeded and said user terminal acquires

information about a provider who is doing the connection contract from the management host

concerned. It is in composition adoption of a provider switchable communication apparatus

provided with a function to restrict a provider whose communication is attained for the user

terminal concerned, based on the acquired information concerned.

[0027]Said terminal unit in the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd feature of the above-mentioned this invention

device the 4th feature of this invention device, It is in composition adoption of a provider

switchable communication apparatus provided with a function to perform filtering processing

which cancels said sending signal about either communication between the user terminals

concerned, and unlawful access using a MAC Address, about a sending signal transmitted from

said user terminal.

[0028]Said management host in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th feature ofthe above-mentioned this

invention device the 5th feature of this invention device, Carry out remote management of said

terminal unit via said backbone network, and it recognizes that a MAC Address was changed in

said provider via said backbone network, Have a function which transmits information

containing the changed MAC Address concerned to said terminal unit, and said terminal unit.

Based on information transmitted by the management host concerned, the terminal unit

concerned is in composition adoption of a provider switchable communication apparatus

provided with a function which updates a MAC Address recognized per provider concerned until

now to said changed MAC Address.

[0029]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, an embodiment of the invention is described per the

example of a device, and example of a method, referring to an accompanying drawing.

[0030]Via the backbone network by which this invention was constituted from a virtual local

area network. Because the terminal unit which connects a user terminal to a virtual local area

network gives a VLAN tag to the transmit information transmitted towards the provider from

said user terminal when communicating between a provider and a user terminal. Although a

provider's change made into a connection destination is enabled, in this example of an

embodiment, it is not limited to ****** etc. which explain Gigabit Ethernet (Gigabit Ethernet) as

an example of representation chiefly as a backbone network.

[0031](Example of a device) Drawing 1 is a conceptual mimetic diagram showing the example

of a device of this invention. The Gigabit Ethernet which is the backbone network by which ten

were constituted from a virtual local area network among the figure, A terminal unit which 1 1 is

a user terminal, and 12 is the principal part of this invention, and is a device for connecting the

user terminal 1 1 to Gigabit Ethernet 10, The management host in whom 13 makes the operation

system of Gigabit Ethernet 10, the 1st provider from whom 14 becomes a connection destination

ofthe user terminal 11, and 15 are the 2nd provider who becomes a connection destination ofthe

user terminal 11.

[0032]Gigabit Ethemet 10 is a fiber-optic network with the access speed of 1 [Gbit/S], and is

making LAN of the bus network which performs data communications between predetermined

terminals. Gigabit Ethemet 10 is constituted as a virtual local area network (Virtual Local Area

Network;VLAN) which carried out grouping of the specific terminal group logically, and built it.

The backbone network (trunk-line data service network) is made.

[0033]The user terminal 1 1 communicates with the 1st provider or the 2nd provider via Gigabit

Ethemet 10. For example, let a personal computer, a word processor, a portable telephone, PHS,



a host computer, etc. be the user terminals 1 1 . The user terminal 1 1 is in the usable state about

the WWW browser (World Wide Web browser) which is Internet browser software.

[0034]The terminal unit 12 connects the user terminal 1 1 to Gigabit Ethernet 10, and mediates

communication with the user terminal 1 1, the 1st provider 14, or the 2nd provider 15. Here, as

the terminal unit 12, a smart Ethernet bridge (Smart Ethernet Bridge;SEB) is used.

[0035]The terminal unit 12 gives the VLAN tag which includes the information corresponding to

the IP address ofthe provider concerned in the transmit information transmitted towards the 1st

provider 14 or the 2nd provider 15 from the user terminal 1 1 . Here, when the provider whom the

user terminal 1 1 makes a connection object is changed using aWWW browser, the terminal unit

12 gives the VLAN tag which includes the information corresponding to the provider's IP

address made into the connection object after change in the fransmit information transmitted

from the user terminal 1 1

.

[0036]The terminal unit 12 carries out filtering processing using a MAC Address about the

sending signal transmitted from said user terminal. A MAC (Media Access Control) address is

an address used for access to LAN from each node (each user terminal).

[0037]By this filtering processing, it is the sending signal transmitted from the user terminal 11,

and the unjust communication of those other than the thing to the 1st provider 14 or the 2nd

provider 15, for example, the communication between user terminals, is prevented.

[0038]Remote management ofthe terminal unit 12 is carried out to the management host 13 via

Gigabit Ethernet 10. And when the management host 13 has recognized that the MAC Address

ofthe 1st provider 14 or the 2nd provider 15 was changed. Based on the information transmitted

by the management host 13, the MAC Address which the terminal unit 12 recognized per

provider concerned until now is rcrecognizcd to the changed MAC Address. Thereby, in the

above-mentioned filtering processing, the communication to the provider by whom the MAC
Address was changed from the user terminal 1 1 is permitted automatically.

[0039]The terminal unit 12 acquires the information about the provider as for whom the user

terminal 1 1 is doing the connection contract from the management host 13 via Gigabit Ethernet

10. And based on the acquired information, the provider whose communication is attained for the

user terminal 1 1 is restricted.

[0040]The terminal unit 12 is connected to Gigabit Ethernet 10 via an optical network

terminating set (Optical Network Unit;ONU) and a passive light device (Passive Optical

Unit;POU). An optical network terminating set and a passive light device are devices for

connecting the user terminal 1 1 to Gigabit Ethernet 10 which is a fiber-optic network.

[0041]The management host 13 makes the operation system (Operation system;OPS) of Gigabit

Ethernet 10 which is the backbone network which comprised a virtual local area network. And
Gigabit Ethernet 10 is maintained to a good communicating state, and in order to manage

efficiently, the state of Gigabit Ethernet 10 is always supervised.

[0042]When the management host 13 detects change etc. ofthe MAC Address ofthe 1st

provider 14 or the 2nd provider 15 connected to Gigabit Ethernet 10, The detected information is

transmitted to the terminal unit 12 etc., and the increase in efficiency of the communication in

Gigabit Ethernet 10 is attained.

[0043]The 1st provider 14 and the 2nd provider 15 undertake the communication interface

enterprise in the Internet etc. The 1st provider 14 and the 2nd provider 15 are doing the user and

connection contract of its user terminal 1 1 of its. Therefore, the user terminal 1 1 performs

communication which used the Internet etc. via either the 1st provider 14 or the 2nd provider 15.

[0044](Example of a method) With reference to drawings, it explains per example of a method of



this embodiment applied to said example of a device. Drawing 1 also shows the outline ofthe

example of a method of this invention. The outline ofthis example of a method is explained

using this figure.

[0045]This example of a method explains as an example the case where the user terminal 1

communicates with the 1st provider 14 or the 2nd provider 15. Here, VLAN tag 4 is assigned to

the 1st provider 14, and VLAN tag 7 is assigned to the 2nd provider 15.

[0046]First, the user terminal 1 1 acquires a private IP address automatically with the DHCP
server which the terminal unit 12 has because the user terminal 1 connects with the terminal unit

12. Here, a DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) server assigns an IP address

dynamically and automatically to each node.

[0047]And a user operates the user terminal 1 1 and the provider selection process which chooses

the provider (for example, the 1st provider 14) who considers it as a connection object fi-om two

or more providers who the user has made a contract of is performed using aWWW browser

(STl).

[0048]ln the case of a provider selection process (STl), the terminal unit 12 acquires a global IP

address from Gigabit Ethernet 10 with the DHCP server which the management host 13 has.

Using this IP address, using IPsec which is encryption communication, the terminal unit 12 and

the management host 13 communicate if needed, and perform operation communications

processing for user authentication, privacy protection, etc. (ST2). IPsec carries out

communication ifneeded using Internet Protocol.

[0049]Provider information acquisition processing which provides the terminal unit 12 with the

information about the provider who the management host 1 3 identifies the user terminal 11, and

is doing the connection contract with the user terminal 1 1 in the case of operation

communications processing (ST2), etc. is performed (ST3). The provider who is doing the

connection contract with the user terminal 1 1 is a provider who becomes connectable with the

user terminal 1 1

.

[0050]Then, the user terminal 1 1 performs communication start processing which starts

communication towards the 1st provider 14 (ST4).

[0051]The terminal unit 12 attaches VLAN tag 4 which includes the information corresponding

to the 1st provider's 14 IP address in the transmit information (packet) transmitted by

communication start processing (ST4) from the user terminal 1 1 . The terminal unit 12 performs

VLAN tag grant processing automatically changed into the IP address assigned by the 1st

provider 14 with the NAT fimction which the terminal unit 12 has in the IP address of the user

terminal 1 1 contained in the transmit information transmitted from the user terminal 1 1 (ST5).

[0052]ln this VLAN tag grant processing (ST5), the terminal unit 12 also performs filtering

processing which passes only a thing with the MAC Address turned 1st provider 14 among the

transmit information transmitted fi-om the user terminal 1 1

.

[0053]Then, delivery processing which delivers the Gigabit Ethernet 10 top for the transmit

information to which VLAN tag 4 was given by VLAN tag grant processing (ST5) with the

VLAN tag 4 is performed (ST6).

[0054]Then, VLAN tag 4 is removed from the transmit information delivered by delivery

processing (ST6), and it processes by the VLAN tag which delivers the transmit information to

the 1st provider 14 outside carrying out (ST7).

[0055]By processing of these STl to ST6, the user terminal 1 1 performs transmission using the

1st provider 14. Communication towards the user terminal 1 1 as well as processing of STl to

ST6 is performed fi"om the 1st provider 14.



[0056]Drawmg 2 is a conceptual mimetic diagram showing the provider change method in this

example of a method. A user explains using this figure per [ which switches the provider who
considers it as a connection object to the 2nd provider 15 from the 1st provider 14 ] method.

[0057]First, a user operates the user terminal 1 1 and changes into the 2nd provider 15 the

provider who considers it as a connection object from the 1st provider 14 using aWWW browser

(ST21). This may be perft)rmed in the above-mentioned provider selection process (STl).

[0058]Then, the user terminal 1 1 starts communication towards the 2nd provider 15, without

changing an own IP address (ST22). This corresponds to the above-mentioned communication

start processing (ST4).

[0059]The terminal unit 12 attaches VLAN tag 7 which includes the information corresponding

to the 2nd provider's 15 IP address in the fransmit information (packet) transmitted from the user

terminal 1 1 by ST21. The terminal unit 12 is automatically changed into the IP address assigned

by the 2nd provider 15 with the NAT function which the terminal unit 12 has in the IP address of

the user terminal 1 1 contained in the fransmit information transmitted from the user terminal 1

1

(ST23). This corresponds to the above-mentioned VLAN tag grant processing (ST5).

[0060]In this ST23, the terminal unit 12 also performs filtering processing which passes only a

thing with the MAC Address turned 2nd provider 15 among the transmit information transmitted

from the user terminal 1 1

.

[0061]Then, the Gigabit Ethernet 10 top is delivered for the fransmit information to which

VLAN tag 7 was given by ST23 with the VLAN tag 7 (ST24). This corresponds to the above-

mentioned delivery processing (ST6).

[0062]Then, VLAN tag 7 is removed from the transmit information delivered by ST24, and the

transmit information is delivered to the 2nd provider 15 (ST25). The above-mentioned VLAN
tag outside carries out this, and it corresponds to processing (ST7).

[0063]The connection object ofthe user terminal 1 1 is switched to the 2nd provider 15 from the

1st provider 14 by processing ofthese ST21 to ST25, and the user terminal 1 1 performs

transmission using the 1st provider 14. Communication towards the user terminal 1 1 as well as

processing of ST21 to ST25 is performed from the 2nd provider 15.

[0064]The user terminal 1 1 becomes possible
[
switching to connection with other providers

easily and dynamically from connection with a certain provider by a user's hope ] with the

terminal unit 12, and these enable it to lighten a user's labor.

r00651Drawing 3 is a conceptual mimetic diagram showing the prevention method of the inter-

user communication in this example of a method. It explains per [ which prevents the inter-user

communication which is carrying out direct communication using this figure, without the user

terminal 1 1 and the user terminal 3 1 passing a provider ] method.

[0066]For example, the user terminal 1 1 tries (ST3 1) to communicate towards the user terminal

3 1 . Then, since the transmit information transmitted from the user terminal 1 1 does not have the

1st provider 14 or a MAC Address turned 2nd provider 15, the terminal unit 12 cancels the

transmit information by filtering processing (ST32). This corresponds to the filtering processing

in the above-mentioned VLAN tag grant processing (ST5).

[0067]By these, the terminal unit 12 prevents carrying out direct communication, without the

user terminal 1 1 and the user terminal 3 1 passing a provider.

[0068]Drawine 4 is a conceptual mimetic diagram showing the remote management method in

this example of a method. Using this figure, lessons is taken from how remote management of

the terminal unit 12 by the management host 13 is performed, and it explains.

[0069]For example, suppose that the 2nd provider's 15 MAC Address was changed by exchange



of a router etc. (ST41). Then, the management host 13 recognizes that the 2nd provider's 15

MAC Address was changed via Gigabit Ethernet 10. And the management host 13 notifies the

information about change of the 2nd provider's 15 MAC Address to all the terminal units 12

using the 2nd provider 15 (ST42).

[0070]Here, the terminal unit 12 and the management host 13 communicate ifneeded using

IPsec which is encryption communication for user authentication, privacy protection, etc.

(ST43). This corresponds to the above-mentioned operation communications processing (ST2).

And the terminal unit 12 updates the 2nd provider's 15 MAC Address based on the information

notified by the management host 13 (ST44).

[0071]The terminal unit 12 becomes possible [ updating automatically to the new MAC Address

], and these enable it to lighten a user's labor, when remote management is done by the

management host 13 and a provider's MAC Address is changed.

[0072]As mentioned above, although the typical example of a device and the example of a

method of this invention were explained, this invention is not limited to the not necessarily

above-mentioned matter, in the range which attains the purpose of this invention and does so the

effect which carries out the following ~ suitably ~ change ~ it is feasible. For example, in the

remote management method, the management host 13 measures and manages a user's traffic

information and utilization time, and it is good for these information also as notifying to the

terminal unit 12.

[0073]

[Effect ofthe InventionJIn the case where it communicates between a provider and a user

terminal via the backbone network which comprised a virtual local area network according to

this invention as explained above, A terminal unit gives the VLAN tag which includes the

information corresponding to the provider's IP address in the transmit information transmitted

towards the provider from the user terminal. Since the fransmit information concerned is

delivered in the backbone network concerned using the VLAN tag, A terminal unit becomes

possible [ communicating with a management host and changing a VLAN tag automatically ],

and it becomes possible to switch to connection with other providers easily and dynamically

from connection with a certain provider by a user's hope.

[0074]When a terminal unit carries out filtering processing using a MAC Address, it becomes

possible to prevent communication between the user terminals which are unjust access.

[0075]When a terminal unit communicates [ the management host and ifneeded ] ofmaking the

operation system of a backbone network, it becomes possible to carry out remote management of

the communication function according to change of communication environment, such as change

of a provider's MAC Address.

[0076]Therefore, this invention serves as very useful art, when a communication enterprise etc.

build a broadband network with virtual local area network art by Gigabit Ethernet etc. and will

provide the communications service between a provider and a user from now on.

[Translation done.]
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1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Field of the InventionJThis invention about the provider switchable correspondence procedure

used by communication with the user of the provider who undertakes the communication

interface enterprise in the Internet etc., and its provider, and its device. When a user is going to

connect with two or more providers via the backbone network which makes a virtual local area

network (VLAN) especially, It is related with the provider swdtchable correspondence procedure

which makes it possible to switch to connection with other providers easily from connection vnth

a certain provider by a user's hope, and its device.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior ArtJWhen communicating between a provider and a user

conventionally, carrying out a dialup connection using a telephone line, or connecting using a

dedicated line has been performed. Here, in order for a user to switch the provider who becomes

a connection destination, only the niimber ofproviders which changes the telephone line

(telephone number) used for a dialup connection, or is made into a connection destination needed

to provide a dedicated line.

[0003]On the other hand in the former, without being caught by network physical arrangement.

The virtual local area network (Virtual Local Area Network;VLAN) which is a local area

network which carried out grouping ofthe specific terminal group logically, and built it is

invented.



[Translation done.]
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EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect of the Invention] In the case where it communicates between a provider and a user

terminal in this invention via the backbone network which comprised a virtual local area network

as explained above, A terminal unit gives the VLAN tag which includes the information

corresponding to the provider's IP address in the transmit information transmitted towards the

provider from the user terminal, and the transmit information concerned is delivered in the

backbone network concerned using the VLAN tag.

Therefore, a terminal unit becomes possible [ communicating with a management host and

changing a VLAN tag automatically ], and it becomes possible to switch to connection with

other providers easily and dynamically from connection with a certain provider by a user's hope.

[0074]When a terminal unit carries out filtering processing using a MAC Address, it becomes

possible to prevent communication between the user terminals which are unjust access.

[0075]When a terminal unit communicates [ the management host and ifneeded ] ofmaking the

operation system of a backbone network, it becomes possible to carry out remote management of

the communication function according to change of communication environment, such as change

of a provider's MAC Address.

[0076]Therefore, this invention serves as very usefiil art, when a contmiunication enterprise etc.

build a broadband network with virtual local area network art by Gigabit Ethemet etc. and will

provide the communications service between a provider and a user from now on.

[Translation done.]
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3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.



TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the InventionJHowever, via the backbone network (trunk-line data

service network) built using LAN art like a virtual local area network, In order to make it

possible to provide communications service between a provider and a user, and to switch a

provider to other providers according to a user's request, there is a problem which is described

below.

[0005]According to the contract state of each user and a provider, only the provider with whom
the user has made a contract of each user is can be communicated, and it is necessary [ it ] for the

1st to be able to set up communication environment so that the provider who has not contracted

may not be in a communication possible state. Since an IP address is assigned [ 2nd ] to a user by
each provider, respectively, it is necessary to change the IP address ofthe user terminal which is

the communication equipment which a user operates at every change of a provider. It is

necessary to prevent communications other than the communication which a user performs [ 3rd

] toward a provider, i.e., users' conmiunication. It is necessary 4th to manage change of a

provider's communication environment, such as information gathering about communicating

states, such as traffic of a communications network, and a user's utilization time, or change of a

provider's MAC Address, etc.

[0006]In here, the main purposes that this invention should be solved are as follows. That is, the

1st purpose of this invention uses as an offer plug the provider switchable correspondence

procedure which makes it possible to switch to connection with other providers easily and

dynamically from connection with a certain provider by a user's hope, and its device.

[0007]The 2nd purpose of this invention uses as an offer plug a provider [ who makes it possible

to switch dynamically the provider who considers it as a connection destination ] switchable [ a

user ]-under management of operation system ofbackbone network correspondence procedure,

and its device.

[0008]As for the 3rd purpose of this invention, it is possible for a user to switch dynamically the

provider who considers it as a connection destination, and it uses as an offer plug the provider

switchable correspondence procedure which makes it possible to prevent the communication

which users perform, and its device.

[0009]As for the 4th purpose of this invention, it is possible for a user to switch dynamically the

provider who considers it as a connection destination, and with and the operation system of a

backbone network. Let the provider switchable correspondence procedure which makes possible

remote management of the communication function according to change of communication

environment, such as change of a provider's MAC Address, and its device be offer plugs.

[0010]Other purposes of this invention will become naturally clear from a specification, a

drawing, and the statement of each claim especially in a claim.

[Translation done.]
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2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

MEANS

[Means for Solving the Problem] In a case where this invention method communicates between a

provider and a user terminal via a backbone network which comprised a virtual local area

network in solution of an aforementioned problem, A VLAN tag which includes information

corresponding to an IP address ofthe provider concerned in transmit information transmitted

towards the provider concerned from the user terminal concerned is given, and it has the feature

which devises the composition technique which delivers the transmit information concemed in

the backbone network concemed using the VLAN tag concemed.

[0012]this invention device is a device which connects a user terminal to a virtual local area

network in solution of an aforementioned problem, It has the feature which provides a

constituent means provided with a terminal unit which is a device which gives a VLAN tag

which includes information corresponding to an IP address ofthe provider concemed in fransmit

information fransmitted towards a provider from said user terminal.

[0013]If it states to a concrete detail, when this invention adopts a new characteristic constituent

means or a technique ranging from a generic concept to a subordinate concept enumerated next,

by solution of the technical problem concerned, it will be accompHshed so that the above-

mentioned purpose may be attained.

[0014]Namcly, in a case where the 1st feature of this invention method communicates between a

provider and a user terminal via a backbone network which comprised a virtual local area

network. With a terminal unit equipped for connecting said user terminal to said backbone

network. To transmit information transmitted towards the provider concemed from the user

terminal concemed. A VLAN tag including information corresponding to an IP address of the

provider concemed is given, and it is in composition adoption of a provider switchable

correspondence procedure which delivers the transmit information concemed via said backbone

network using the VLAN tag concemed.

[0015]The 2nd feature of this invention method is that said terminal unit in the 1st feature of an

above-mentioned this invention method receives information which shows change of the

provider concemed from the user terminal concemed when said user terminal changes a provider

who considers it as a connection object. It is in composition adoption of a provider switchable

correspondence procedure changed into a VLAN tag including information corresponding to an

IP address of a provider after the change concemed for said VLAN tag given to said fransmit

information.

[0016]Said terminal unit in the 1st or 2nd feature of an above-mentioned this invention method

the 3rd feature of this invention method by operation based on information fransmitted by
management host who makes operation system of said backbone network. It is in composition

adoption of a provider switchable correspondence procedure which restricts a provider who can

connect said user terminal.

[0017]In the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd feature of an above-mentioned this invention method the 4th feature

of this invention method. Said terminal mit is in composition adoption of a provider switchable



correspondence procedure which performs filtering processing which eliminates either

communication between said user terminals, and unlawful access using a MAC Address about a

sending signal transmitted from said user terminal.

[0018]Said terminal unit in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th feature of an above-mentioned this invention

method the 5th feature of this invention method by a management host who makes operation

system of said backbone network. It is in composition adoption of a provider switchable

correspondence procedure which comes to carry out remote management via the backbone

network concerned.

[0019]In the 3rd, 4th, or 5th feature of an above-mentioned this invention method the 6th feature

of this invention method. When an attribute about communication of a provider from whom said

management host becomes a connection object of said user terminal is changed, An attribute

about communication of a provider after the change concerned is acquired via the backbone

network concerned, Based on an attribute about communication of a provider after the change

concerned, so that the contents of said VLAN tag, the contents of the provider who can connect

said user terminal, or the contents of filtering processing using said MAC Address may be

changed. It is in composition adoption of a provider switchable correspondence procedure which

transmits an attribute about communication of a provider after the change concerned to said

terminal unit via the backbone network concerned.

[0020]A provider selection process which chooses a provider who considers it as a connection

object using aWWW browser in a user terminal from two or more providers with whom a user

has made a confract ofthe 7th feature of this invention method, A terminal unit equipped for

connecting said user terminal to a backbone network which comprised a virtual local area

network, Operation communications processing which communicates [ a management host and if

needed ] ofmaking operation system of the backbone network concerned, Provider information

acquisition processing in which said terminal unit acquires information about a provider in

whom said user is doing the connection confract from the management host concemed via said

backbone network in the case of the operation communications processing concemed,

Communication start processing which starts communication towards a provider whom said user

terminal makes said connection object. To transmit information transmitted by the

communication start processing concemed from said user terminal. VLAN tag grant processing

in which an IP address of the user terminal concemed which said terminal unit gives a VLAN tag

including information corresponding to a provider's IP address made into said connection object,

and is contained in the transmit information concemed is changed into an IP address assigned by
the provider concemed. Delivery processing which delivers the fransmit information concemed

via said backbone network using said VLAN tag given to said transmit information by the

VLAN tag grant processing concemed. It is in composition adoption of a provider switchable

correspondence procedure enforced by a VLAN tag's which delivers transmit information's

which removes said VLAN tag's from said fransmit information delivered by the delivery

processing concemed, and by which the VLAN tag concemed was removed to a provider who
considers it as said connection object outside's carrying out, and a consistent course carrying out

processing one by one.

[0021]When changing a provider whom said user terminal makes a connection object in the 7th

feature of an above-mentioned this invention method, the 8th feature of this invention method,

When said user terminal changes a provider who considers it as a connection object, said

provider selection process, Have the processing which chooses a provider who considers it as a

connection object after change using aWWW browser in a user terminal, and said



communication start processing, Without said user terminal changing an IP address of the user

terminal concerned, Have the processing for which the user terminal concerned starts

communication towards a provider who considers it as a connection object after said change, and

said VLAN tag grant processing. To transmit information transmitted by the communication start

processing concerned from said user terminal. Said terminal unit gives a VLAN tag including

information corresponding to a provider's IP address made into a connection object after said

change, Have the processing changed into an IP address assigned by provider who makes an IP

address ofthe user terminal concerned contained in the transmit information concerned a

connection object after the change concerned, and said delivery processing. By the VLAN tag

grant processing concerned, have the processing which delivers the transmit information

concerned via said backbone network using said VLAN tag given to said transmit information,

and said VLAN tag outside carries out, and processing. It is in composition adoption of a

provider switchable correspondence procedure which has the processing which delivers transmit

information which removes said VLAN tag from said transmit information delivered by the

delivery processing concerned, and by which the VLAN tag concerned was removed to a

provider who considers it as a connection object after said change.

[0022]Said VLAN tag grant processing in the 7th or 8th feature of an above-mentioned this

invention method the 9th feature of this invention method, It is attached to a sending signal

transmitted by said communication start processing from said user terminal. Have the processing

for which said terminal unit carries out filtering processing using a MAC Address, and the

filtering processing concerned, When a MAC Address which the sending signal concerned has is

not a provider-oriented MAC Address made into said connection object, it is in composition

adoption of a provider switchable correspondence procedure which cancels the sending signal

concerned.

[0023]When said provider's MAC Address is changed, said operation communications

processing in the 7th, 8th, or 9th feature of an above-mentioned this invention method the 10th

feature of this invention method. Processing said management host recognizes the change

concerned to be via said backbone network. Processing by which said management host

concerned transmits information about the change concerned to said terminal unit via said

backbone network. Based on transmitted information about the change concerned, the terminal

unit concemed is in composition adoption of a provider switchable correspondence procedure

which has the processing which changes a MAC Address recognized about the provider

concemed into a MAC Address to which it has been fransmitted.

[0024]The 1st feature of this invention device is attached to a user terminal which communicates

with a provider via a backbone network which comprised a virtual local area network. Have a

terminal unit linked to the backbone network concerned, and the terminal unit concemed. It is in

composition adoption of a provider switchable communication apparatus provided with a grant

fiinction of a VLAN tag which includes information corresponding to an IP address ofthe

provider concemed in fransmit information fransmitted towards said provider from said user

terminal.

[0025]Said user terminal in the 1st feature of the above-mentioned this invention device the 2nd

feature of this invention device. When the user terminal concemed changes a provider who
considers it as a connection object, consist a provider who considers it as a connection object

after change ofwhat is chosen using aWWW browser, and said terminal unit. When said user

terminal chooses a provider who considers it as a connection object after said change using a

WWW browser. It is in composition adoption of a provider switchable communication apparatus



provided with a grant function of a VLAN tag which includes information corresponding to a

provider's IP address made into a connection object after the change concerned in transmit

information transmitted from the user terminal concerned.

[0026]In the 1st or 2nd feature of the above-mentioned this invention device, operation system of

said backbone network has the 3rd feature of this invention device, and a management host said

terminal unit, Communicate said management host and ifneeded and said user terminal acquires

information about a provider who is doing the connection contract from the management host

concerned, It is in composition adoption of a provider switchable communication apparatus

provided with a function to restrict a provider whose communication is attained for the user

terminal concemed, based on the acquired information concemed.

[0027]Said terminal unit in the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd feature ofthe above-mentioned this invention

device the 4th feature of this invention device, It is in composition adoption of a provider

switchable communication apparatus provided with a function to perform filtering processing

which cancels said sending signal about either communication between the user terminals

concerned, and unlawful access using a MAC Address, about a sending signal fransmitted from

said user terminal.

[0028]Said management host in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th feature of the above-mentioned this

invention device the 5th feature of this invention device, Carry out remote management of said

terminal unit via said backbone network, and it recognizes that a MAC Address was changed in

said provider via said backbone network, Have a fimction which fransmits information

containing the changed MAC Address concemed to said terminal unit, and said terminal unit,

Based on information transmitted by the management host concemed, the terminal unit

concerned is in composition adoption of a provider switchable communication apparatus

provided with a function which updates a MAC Address recognized per provider concemed until

now to said changed MAC Address.

[0029]

[Embodiment of the InventionJHereafter, an embodiment ofthe invention is described per the

example of a device, and example of a method, referring to an accompanying drawing.

[0030]Via the backbone network by which this invention was constituted from a virtual local

area network, Because the terminal unit which connects a user terminal to a virtual local area

network gives a VLAN tag to the transmit information transmitted towards the provider from

said user terminal when commmicating between a provider and a user terminal. Although a

provider's change made into a connection destination is enabled, in this example of an

embodiment, it is not limited to ****** etc. which explain Gigabit Ethernet (Gigabit Ethernet) as

an example of representation chiefly as a backbone network.

[0031](Example of a device) Drawing 1 is a conceptual mimetic diagram showing the example

of a device of this invention. The Gigabit Ethemet which is the backbone network by which ten

were constituted from a virtual local area network among the figure, A terminal unit which 1 1 is

a user terminal, and 12 is the principal part of this invention, and is a device for connecting the

user terminal 1 1 to Gigabit Ethemet 10, The management host in whom 13 makes the operation

system of Gigabit Ethemet 10, the 1st provider from whom 14 becomes a connection destination

of the user terminal 11, and 15 are the 2nd provider who becomes a connection destination of the

user terminal 1 1

.

[0032]Gigabit Ethemet 10 is a fiber-optic network with the access speed of 1 [Gbit/S], and is

making LAN of the bus network which performs data communications between predetermined

terminals. Gigabit Ethemet 10 is constituted as a virtual local area network (Virtual Local Area



Network;VLAN) which carried out grouping ofthe specific terminal group logically, and built it,

The backbone network (trunk-line data service network) is made.

[0033]The user terminal 1 1 communicates with the 1st provider or the 2nd provider via Gigabit

Ethernet 10. For example, let a personal computer, a word processor, a portable telephone, PHS,

a host computer, etc. be the user terminals 11. The user terminal 1 1 is in the usable state about

the WWW browser (World Wide Web browser) which is Internet browser software.

[0034]The terminal unit 12 connects the user terminal 11 to Gigabit Ethernet 10, and mediates

communication with the user terminal 11, the 1st provider 14, or the 2nd provider 15. Here, as

the terminal unit 12, a smart Ethernet bridge (Smart Ethernet Bridge;SEB) is used.

[0035]The terminal unit 12 gives the VLAN tag which includes the inftjrmation corresponding to

the IP address of the provider concerned in the transmit information transmitted towards the 1st

provider 14 or the 2nd provider 15 from the user terminal 1 1 . Here, when the provider whom the

user terminal 1 1 makes a connection object is changed using aWWW browser, the terminal unit

12 gives the VLAN tag which includes the information corresponding to the provider's IP

address made into the connection object after change in the fransmit information fransmitted

from the user terminal 1 1

.

[0036]The terminal unit 12 carries out filtering processing using a MAC Address about the

sending signal transmitted from said user terminal. A MAC (Media Access Confrol) address is

an address used for access to LAN from each node (each user terminal).

[0037]By this filtering processing, it is the sending signal transmitted from the user terminal 11,

and the unjust communication ofthose other than the thing to the 1st provider 14 or the 2nd

provider 1 5, for example, the communication between user terminals, is prevented.

[003 8]Remote management of the terminal unit 12 is carried out to the management host 13 via

Gigabit Ethernet 10. And when the management host 13 has recognized that the MAC Address

ofthe 1st provider 14 or the 2nd provider 15 was changed, Based on the information transmitted

by the management host 13, the MAC Address which the terminal unit 12 recognized per

provider concerned until now is rerecognized to the changed MAC Address. Thereby, in the

above-mentioned filtering processing, the communication to the provider by whom the MAC
Address was changed from the user terminal 1 1 is permitted automatically.

[0039]The terminal unit 12 acquires the information about the provider as for whom the user

terminal 1 1 is doing the connection contract from the management host 13 via Gigabit Ethernet

10. And based on the acquired information, the provider whose communication is attained for the

user terminal 1 1 is restricted.

[0040]The terminal unit 12 is connected to Gigabit Ethernet 10 via an optical network

terminating set (Optical Network Unit;ONU) and a passive light device (Passive Optical

Unit;POU). An optical network terminating set and a passive light device are devices for

connecting the user terminal 1 1 to Gigabit Ethemet 10 which is a fiber-optic network.

[0041]The management host 13 makes the operation system (Operation system;OPS) of Gigabit

Ethemet 10 which is the backbone network which comprised a virtual local area network. And
Gigabit Ethemet 10 is maintained to a good communicating state, and in order to manage

efficiently, the state of Gigabit Ethernet 1 0 is always supervised.

[0042]When the management host 13 detects change etc. of the MAC Address of the 1st

provider 14 or the 2nd provider 15 connected to Gigabit Ethemet 10, The detected information is

transmitted to the terminal unit 12 etc., and the increase in efficiency ofthe communication in

Gigabit Ethemet 10 is attained.

[0043]The 1st provider 14 and the 2nd provider 15 undertake the communication interface



enterprise in the Internet etc. The 1st provider 14 and the 2nd provider 15 are doing the user and

connection contract of its user terminal 1 1 of its. Therefore, the user terminal 1 1 performs

communication which used the Internet etc. via either the 1st provider 14 or the 2nd provider 15.

[0044](Example of a method) With reference to drawings, it explains per example of a method of

this embodiment applied to said example of a device. Drawing 1 also shows the outline of the

example of a method of this invention. The outline ofthis example of a method is explained

using this figure.

[0045]This example of a method explains as an example the case where the user terminal 1

communicates with the 1st provider 14 or the 2nd provider 15. Here, VLAN tag 4 is assigned to

the 1st provider 14, and VLAN tag 7 is assigned to the 2nd provider 15.

[0046]First, the user terminal 1 1 acquires a private IP address automatically with the DHCP
server which the terminal unit 12 has because the user terminal 1 connects with the terminal unit

12. Here, a DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) server assigns an IP address

dynamically and automatically to each node.

[0047]And a user operates the user terminal 1 1 and the provider selection process which chooses

the provider (for example, the 1st provider 14) who considers it as a connection object from two

or more providers who the user has made a contract of is performed using aWWW browser

(STl).

[0048]In the case of a provider selection process (STl), the terminal unit 12 acquires a global IP

address from Gigabit Ethernet 10 with the DHCP server which the management host 13 has.

Using this IP address, using IPsec which is encryption communication, the terminal unit 12 and

the management host 13 communicate if needed, and perform operation communications

processing for user authentication, privacy protection, etc. (ST2). IPsec carries out

communication ifneeded using Internet Protocol.

[0049]Provider information acquisition processing which provides the terminal unit 12 with the

information about the provider who the management host 13 identifies the user terminal 11, and

is doing the connection contract with the user terminal 1 1 in the case of operation

communications processing (ST2), etc. is performed (ST3). The provider who is doing the

connection contract with the user terminal 1 1 is a provider who becomes connectable with the

user terminal 11.

[0050]Then, the user terminal 1 1 performs communication start processing which starts

communication towards the 1st provider 14 (ST4).

[0051]The terminal unit 12 attaches VLAN tag 4 which includes the information corresponding

to the 1st provider's 14 IP address in the transmit information (packet) transmitted by

communication start processing (ST4) from the user terminal 1 1 . The terminal unit 12 performs

VLAN tag grant processing automatically changed into the IP address assigned by the 1st

provider 14 with the NAT function which the terminal unit 12 has in the IP address of the user

terminal 1 1 contained in the transmit information transmitted from the user terminal 1 1 (ST5).

[0052]In this VLAN tag grant processing (ST5), the terminal unit 12 also performs filtering

processing which passes only a thing with the MAC Address turned 1st provider 14 among the

transmit information transmitted from the user terminal 1 1

.

[0053]Then, delivery processing which delivers the Gigabit Ethernet 10 top for the transmit

information to which VLAN tag 4 was given by VLAN tag grant processing (ST5) with the

VLAN tag 4 is performed (ST6).

[0054]Then, VLAN tag 4 is removed from the fransmit information delivered by delivery

processing (ST6), and it processes by the VLAN tag which delivers the transmit information to



the 1st provider 14 outside carrying out (ST7).

[0055]By processing of these STl to ST6, the user terminal 1 1 performs transmission using the

1st provider 14. Communication towards the user terminal 1 1 as well as processing of STl to

ST6 is performed from the 1st provider 14.

[0056] Drawing 2 is a conceptual mimetic diagram showing the provider change method in this

example of a method. A user explains using this figure per [ which switches the provider who
considers it as a connection object to the 2nd provider 15 from the 1st provider 14 ] method.

[0057]First, a user operates the user terminal 1 1 and changes into the 2nd provider 15 the

provider who considers it as a connection object fi-om the 1st provider 14 using aWWW browser

(ST21). This may be performed in the above-mentioned provider selection process (STl).

[0058]Then, the user terminal 1 1 starts communication towards the 2nd provider 15, without

changing an own IP address (ST22). This corresponds to the above-mentioned communication

start processing (ST4).

[0059]The terminal unit 12 attaches VLAN tag 7 which includes the information corresponding

to the 2nd provider's 1 5 IP address in the transmit information (packet) transmitted from the user

terminal 1 1 by ST21. The terminal unit 12 is automatically changed into the IP address assigned

by the 2nd provider 15 with the NAT function which the terminal unit 12 has in the IP address of

the user terminal 1 1 contained in the transmit information transmitted from the user terminal 1

1

(ST23). This corresponds to the above-mentioned VLAN tag grant processing (ST5).

[0060]In this ST23, the terminal unit 12 also performs filtering processing which passes only a

thing with the MAC Address turned 2nd provider 15 among the transmit information transmitted

from the user terminal 1 1

.

[0061]Then, the Gigabit Ethernet 10 top is delivered for the transmit information to which

VLAN tag 7 was given by ST23 with the VLAN tag 7 (ST24). This corresponds to the above-

mentioned delivery processing (ST6).

[0062]Then, VLAN tag 7 is removed from the transmit information delivered by ST24, and the

transmit information is delivered to the 2nd provider 15 (ST25). The above-mentioned VLAN
tag outside carries out this, and it corresponds to processing (ST7).

[0063]The connection object of the user terminal 1 1 is switched to the 2nd provider 15 from the

1st provider 14 by processing of these ST21 to ST25, and the user terminal 1 1 performs

fransmission using the 1st provider 14. Communication towards the user terminal 1 1 as well as

processing of ST21 to ST25 is performed from the 2nd provider 15.

[0064]The user terminal 1 1 becomes possible [ switching to connection with other providers

easily and dynamically from connection with a certain provider by a user's hope ] with the

terminal unit 12, and these enable it to lighten a user's labor.

[0065]Drawing 3 is a conceptual mimetic diagram showing the prevention method of the inter-

user communication in this example of a method. It explains per [ which prevents the inter-user

communication which is carrying out direct communication using this figure, without the user

terminal 1 1 and the user terminal 3 1 passing a provider ] method.

[0066]For example, the user terminal 1 1 tries (ST3 1) to communicate towards the user terminal

3 1 . Then, since the transmit information fransmitted from the user terminal 1 1 does not have the

1st provider 14 or a MAC Address turned 2nd provider 15, the terminal unit 12 cancels the

transmit information by filtering processing (ST32). This corresponds to the filtering processing

in the above-mentioned VLAN tag grant processing (ST5).

[0067]By these, the terminal unit 12 prevents carrying out direct communication, without the

user terminal 1 1 and the user terminal 3 1 passing a provider.



[0068]Drawmg 4 is a conceptual mimetic diagram showing the remote management method in

this example of a method. Using this figure, lessons is taken from how remote management of

the terminal unit 12 by the management host 13 is performed, and it explains.

[0069]For example, suppose that the 2nd provider's 15 MAC Address was changed by exchange

of a router etc. (ST41). Then, the management host 13 recognizes that the 2nd provider's 15

MAC Address was changed via Gigabit Ethernet 10. And the management host 13 notifies the

information about change of the 2nd provider's 15 MAC Address to all the terminal units 12

using the 2nd provider 15 (ST42).

[0070]Here, the terminal unit 12 and the management host 13 communicate ifneeded using

IPsec which is encryption communication for user authentication, privacy protection, etc.

(ST43). This corresponds to the above-mentioned operation communications processing (ST2).

And the terminal unit 12 updates the 2nd provider's 15 MAC Address based on the information

notified by the management host 13 (ST44).

[0071]The terminal unit 12 becomes possible [ updating automatically to the new MAC Address

], and these enable it to lighten a user's labor, when remote management is done by the

management host 13 and a provider's MAC Address is changed.

[0072]As mentioned above, ahhough the typical example of a device and the example of a

method of this invention were explained, this invention is not limited to the not necessarily

above-mentioned matter, in the range which attains the purpose of this invention and does so the

effect which carries out the following ~ suitably ~ change ~ it is feasible. For example, in the

remote management method, the management host 13 measures and manages a user's traffic

information and utilization time, and it is good for these information also as notifying to the

terminal unit 12.
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[
Drawing 2 ] It is a conceptual mimetic diagram showing the provider change method same as the

above.

[Drawing 3] It is a conceptual mimetic diagram showing the prevention method of inter-user



communication same as the above.

[Drawing 4] It is a conceptual mimetic diagram showing the remote management method same as

the above.

[Description ofNotations]

10 -- Gigabit Ethernet

11,31-- User terminal

12, 32 ~ Terminal unit

13 ~ Management host

14 ~ The 1st provider

15 ~ The 2nd provider
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